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signed election petitions, but would still like to fill a
Senate seat can still run.
Voting on April 18 and 19 will take place online.
Leadership builds character, and the students who
Student can vote from any campus computer or
are running for offices on the Student Senate will be
at home by going to www.mcc.commnet.edu, and
looking for the support of fellow students. Students can clicking on an election link. They will then be asked
vote for their student leaders for the 2007-2008 school
to use their Banner ID to log on and vote.
year April 18 to April 19, from midnight to midnight.
Linda Thomas, the advisor to the Student Senate,
Jessica Perez, the chair of the Student Senate
has been working on the framework for the 2007
elections committee, said having student representatives election.
makes the school a better place to learn.
“Write-in candidates will have the day of
“I think that school is meant for the students and
elections to create a petition, but they will need to
elections help make the students who run for office
pass the same requirements as the other candidates,”
better leaders,” she said.
she said, adding that the on-line computer program
Narjis Hussain, who is currently vice president, is
will be able to check the eligibility of all write-in
running against Nate Lare for the office of president.
candidates.
In the other contested race, Ashley Odell and Lindsay
“All students running for office must have at
Payne are both running for social vice president.
least a 2.5 grade point average, and be enrolled
Two races are uncontested. Anthony Goiangos is
in at least three classes,” she said. “The computer
running for vice president, and Richard Browne III is
program will tell the voter if a candidate meets the
running for treasure. No candidates have applied for the requirements; if they don’t it will tell them to pick
positions of secretary and executive senators one and
another candidate.”
two. But write-in candidates can still fill these positions
This election year will also feature the first
and run for the other positions. In order to run as write- Student Senate debate since 1999. The debate will
in candidate students, must receive at least 25 votes
be held on April 11 from 2 p.m. to 3 p.m. in the
on Election Day. So, students who have not turned in
Lowe Lobby. After an introduction of the Senate
candidates, each candidate will present a short
speech, and then answer questions from students.
The elections committee will also be collecting
questions from students that can be dropped off at
I think that school is
the Student Senate office in room L154 of the Lowe
Building.
meant for the students and
The debate will be videotaped and played on
elections help make the
Election Day in the Lowe Lobby and the AST
Rotunda.
students who run for office
Thomas said that the Student Senate is trying to
better leaders.
be more visible this year, and that computers that can
be used for voting will be available in the lobby of
- Jessica Perez, chair
the Lowe Building, and in the AST Rotunda.
of the Student Senate
For more information on the election or running
elections committee
for an office, contact Linda Thomas at (860) 5123282 or via email at Lthomas@mcc.commnet.edu.
By Keith Rugar
Editor-In-Chief
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Campus Briefs
Respiratory Care Information Session
Those interested in respiratory care can attend
an information session that will be held on
April 4 at 3:30 p.m. in LRC room B129. For
more information, contact assistant professor of
health careers Nancy LaRoche-Shovak at (860)
512-2714.
International Film Series features
“Watermarks”
The International Spring Film Series will
feature an Israeli film titled “Watermarks”
Thursday, April 12 at 7 p.m. in the SBM
Charitable Foundation Auditorium. The
film tells the story of the Jewish women’s
championship sports club “Hakoah.” During
the 1930s, the Jewish women’s swim team
dominated national competitions in Austria.
Director Yaron Zilberman met some of those
women 65 years later and brought them
together for this documentary. For more
information contact Evelyn Angry-Smith at
(860) 512-3414.
Oops! Please note the following Correction:
In a brief titled “Upcoming Student Senate
Meetings and Events” in the Feb. 23, 2007
issue of the Live Wire an incorrect date was
given for the Dance Club’s Annual Fashion and
Talent Show. It will be held April 20 in the SBM
Charitable Foundation Auditorium.
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Stephen Starger, the older adult association’s
liaison to Manchester Community College, will
be discussing his book “Wally’s World: The
Brilliant life and Tragic Death of Wally Wood,
the World’s 2nd Best Comic Book Artist.” The
event will take place in the Library’s Fireside
Commons on March 27 from 6:30 p.m. to 7:30
p.m. For more information contact Starger at
(860) 512-2825.
Blood Drive
The American Red Cross will be running
its annual blood drive on campus April 2.
Donations will be collected in a mobile blood
bus that will be parked outside the AST
building, from 10 a.m. to 3:15 p.m. Registration

The Manchester Community College Political
Union is hosting a debate on April 16 from
3:30 p.m. to 5 p.m., in the Library’s Fireside
Commons. The debate topic is “Resolved:
Global Warming is a Hoax.” The debate is open
to all MCC students, and participants should
prepare a speech of no more than three minutes,
on whether they agree, or disagree with the
topic. For more information, contact political
science professor and club advisor Angelo
Messore at (860) 512-2755.
New Book Donated to Library
The Orford Parish Chapter of the National
Society Daughters of the American Revolution
was pleased to present the Manchester
Community College Library the book “King
Philip’s War, the History and Legacy of
America’s Forgotten Conflict” by Eric B.
Schultz and Michael J. Tougias. Jean Kelsey,
honorary state regent and member of the Orford
Parish Chapter NSDAR, and Cecelia Messier,
chapter regent, presented the book for use in
the library’s permanent Connecticut Collection.
Randolph Fournier, director of library services,
accepted the book on behalf of MCC Feb. 13.

The Live Wire acknowledges that some members of the MCC community found
comments in the Feb. 23 issue of the newspaper offensive. No harm was intended. However,
freedom of speech and of the press are founding principles of the United States and apply to
both the speech everyone agrees with, and the speech that everyone does not agree with; to the
speech that is harmless, and the speech we find offensive.

If you disagree with something that is printed in the Live Wire, that is your right. Let
us know. Submit a letter to the editor or send an email or speak to staff members when you see
them around campus.

Faculty Advisors

“The very aim and end of our institutions is just this: that we may
think what we like and say what we think.”
Oliver Wendell Holmes, American author, (1809-1894)

Stephania Davis
sdavis@mcc.commnet.edu
Robert Kagan
rkagan@mcc.commnet.edu

In the tradition of newspapers everywhere, the Live Wire is committed to a free and
open exchange of ideas.

The Live Wire

Lowe 253
Great Path
Manchester, CT 06240

livewire@mcc.commnet.edu
•

Book signing and comic book discussion

Political Union debate

“I disapprove of what you say, but I will defend to the death your
right to say it.” Voltaire, French historian and writer, (1694-1778)

Robert Cooper

860-512-3290

The Evening of Fine Wines will be held on
April 13 in Manchester Community College’s
AST and Lowe buildings. This event will raise
funds for the MCC foundation for scholarships
and campus programs. Attendees will receive
wine samples from many national and local
wine vendors and appetizers will be prepared by
students from the MCC Culinary Arts program.
A silent auction of merchandise, weekend
getaways, and gift certificates for trips and
restaurants will precede the main wine auction.
For tickets, to make donations or for more
information contact Carol Cunliffe or Linnette
Velazquez-Welle at (860) 512-2905.

for the blood drive is available at www.
bloodpartners.org. Appointment scheduling will
also take place on March 26 and 27 in the AST
Lobby. For more information, contact assistant
professor of accounting and finance Georgia
Buckles at (860) 512-2649.

“Freedom rings whenever opinions clash.”
Adlai E. Stevenson, American statesman, (1900–1965)

Live Wire

Main Number

15th Annual Evening of Fine Wines
approaches

Editor

860-512-3289

•

Assistant Editor

860-512-3288

“I have always thought that the best way to find out what is right
and what is not right…is not to give a sermon, but to talk and
discuss, and out of discussion sometimes a little bit of truth comes
out.”
Jawaharlal Nehru, Indian statesman, (1889-1964)
Sincerely, the staff of the Live Wire
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Black History Month Ends with a Night
of Encouragement, Art and Music
T

By Robert Cooper
Assistant Editor

he month-long celebration of Black History at Manchester Community
College ended with a closing reception that featured a visiting artist,
Black college fraternities, words of upliftment, and live jazz music. The
event was held Feb. 28 in the SBM Charitable Foundation Auditorium.
Before the ceremony started, those in attendance were invited to enjoy some
refreshments, learn about the history of two Black fraternities, Alpha Phi Alpha
and Kappa Alpha Psi, and look at artwork by artist Maya Freelon.
Freelon, who was born in Durham, N.C., but attends school in Boston, had
her unique, multi-colored, water stained, tissue paper on display for viewing
and touching.
“My artwork is about the perpetual breakdown and destruction of time
coupled with the beauty of life,” Freelon said. “The fragility of life is seen
through the water stained tissue paper.”
Once the celebration moved into the auditorium, Jenika Brown-Springer,
an 11th grader, read a piece she wrote called “Social Justice in America: If not
Robert Cooper/Live Wire
now when?” Brown-Springer said justice was an incomplete puzzle waiting to
Nicki Mathis sings lead for the Many Colors of a Woman jazz ensemble. The
be assembled.
ensemble performed at the closing ceremony of MCC’s Black History Month.
“I just wanted to increase awareness of social justice today,” she said.
“Increase awareness and that personal drive to do something different. All the
The reception ended with a musical performance by the Many Colors of a
documents we have about justice need to be enforced.”
Woman jazz ensemble, featuring the vocals of Nicki Mathis. The predominantly
The men of Alpha Phi Alpha, the oldest Black fraternity in America, took to female band featured women who were also from a variety of locations, from
the stage for a rhythmic foot stomping, hand clapping demonstration of an age the West Indies to Japan. MCC’s own Deborah Simmons played guitar for
old tradition known as stepping. The roots of stepping can be traced all the way the ensemble. Even with Mathis calling for the sound engineer to turn up her
back to Africa, landing on American shores during the days of slavery, and have microphone, the ensemble was still able to fill the auditorium with the sounds
become a Black fraternity staple for almost a century.
of traditional jazz music.

AN OPEN STATEMENT TO
THE MCC COMMUNITY
While we respect and admire the work of the Live Wire staff, we were offended
and disappointed by statements in the personal advice column on page 6 of the
February 23, 2007 issue, which included comments that are hurtful to everyone at
MCC, and especially to members of our gay community. The Diversity Committee
feels strongly that such comments undermine our mission at the college. We
invite the college community to join with us in promoting a campus climate
where everyone feels safe and respected.

Members of the MCC Diversity Committee:
Eleanor Weseloh (chair), Ann Bonney, Alfred Carter, Jonathan Daube, Douglas Dorsey,
Randolph Fournier, Eileen Furey, Duncan Harris, Robert Henderson, Diana Hossain,
Marcia Jehnings, Darlene Mancini-Brown, Joseph Mesquita, Sonia Mihok, Kristi Moran,
Paul Mounds, David Nielsen, Ivette Rivera-Dreyer, Michael Rooke, Joanne Russell, Alice
Savage, Patrick Sullivan, CynthiaWashburne, DeborahWilson and GuocunYang
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Narcissism Permeates Generation Me
Keith Rugar
You may not consider yourself to be selfcentered, but if you were born between 1970 and
1990, San Diego State University associate professor
of psychology Jean M. Twenge, says that you are,
and has dubbed this group Generation Me.
As the author of the book, “Generation Me,”
Twenge says that “when you were born dictates the
culture you will experience,” and that the current
generation of young
people are more narcissistic and self-centered than
the preceding generations. This trend is due to
schools that focus on teaching students to feel good
about themselves.
In her 12-year study, Twenge looked at how
young people’s personalities and attitudes have
changed, and her findings are based on results from
1.3 million young Americans. This may sound
like a great survey of the youth of America, but
no matter how you look at it, this study is still a
generalization of the personalities and attitudes of
young Americans.
Twenge says that it is culture and society that
creates these trends, and if students are exposed to
the same standards, then these trends should be seen
in a vast amount of young people. If she is right,
there could be some consequences to the increase
in a self-centered way of thinking that may have a
lasting effect on American life.

This cultural trend toward a more self-centered
society is caused by the world we live in. Many of
today’s youth did not have to fight in any major wars,
and no one has been drafted in decades. The focus on
individual goals during a time of relative peace in the
world is one thing that separates this generation from
the Baby Boomers, or, what’s known as the Greatest
Generation, those people who grew up during World
War II.
Popular culture also focuses people toward
individual goals. Whether it is becoming an athlete,

My take on it is that if Generation
Me focuses on the goals of the self,
and those who are less fortunate
in education, and finances, get left
behind, than we may be heading for a
difficult period in U.S. history.
musician, or the CEO of a corporation, society tells
us that we need to be the best. I mean, at the end of a
car race, who celebrates? It’s the person who comes
in first. And many young people have been rewarded
even when they weren’t the first or the best. This was
in the era of self-esteem building, where every on,
the soccer team, for example, got a trophy just for
being there.
But this is the real world and in the real world,
some people do better than others. That doesn’t
mean the others aren’t any good, just not as good.
But there is still value in trying to succeed and in

Letters to the Editor
Dear Editor,

I was just reading the college paper, Live Wire…when I came across
a most disturbing and degrading article. In the Arts & Entertainment section
you have a “column,” and I use the term loosely, called “Ask Dr. Cooper”
[Feb. 23, 2007 issue, page 6].
The last two comments [of the answer to question two] are
completely unnecessary and offensive. Why would you or your assistant
allow these statements to be printed? Homosexual individuals have enough
negative publicity and prejudice against them, more is not needed. This is
an educational establishment and should be above this kind of bashing. I,
as well as several of my colleagues, am submitting complaints about this
abomination. How dare you think that this is appropriate material to put into
print? You have just lowered yourself and your staff to the level of the Editor
and staff of Central Connecticut State University’s campus paper. Need I
remind you of the controversial “Rape” article they just ran? You and your
staff should be ashamed of yourselves for printing Mr. Cooper’s comments.
Whether the question was sincere or a joke is irrelevant. Mr.
Cooper’s answer should not have included the last two statements. If Mr.
Cooper is not able to approach his writings as an impartial reporter then he
should not be writing anything for our campus paper. Advice is one thing;
slander, innuendo, and prejudice are another. I take this as a personal insult
and attack as I am a homosexual woman. As it is not “illegal” to publish such
filth, I can only hope that proper measures will be taken to prevent this from
happening again. This is NOT the impression we as a college want to give
the community. I will be sending a copy of this letter to President Daube and
any other officials necessary to stop this from happening again.
Sincerely,
Karen A. Kjellquist
(Educational Assistant)
College Learning Center

To submit a Letter to the Editor, bring it to the Live
Wire office, Lowe 253, or email it to Livewire@mcc.
commnet.edu. The Live Wire reserves the right to edit all
submissions for grammar, spelling, content and length.

thinking outside of ourselves and our own goals,
desires and needs.
If narcissism permeates our society then what
could this mean for the future of the United States?
Are we going to become a country dominated by
get rich quick schemes and early retirement? Some
Generation Me’ers might think this is an ideal reality.
But the world of tomorrow will have a lot to do with
the values of today.
One thing to keep in mind is that being selfcentered or narcissistic is not always a bad thing, or
a least it should be used in moderation. By bettering
ourselves people get ahead and out of their current
situations. The problem is that idealistic goals
are becoming more difficult as the cost of living
increases, and good jobs become scarce. People who
can’t attend college can only focus on goals that
are less realistic, like becoming the next “American
Idol.” This sense of idealism builds a fantasy world
that most people can’t achieve.
My take on it is that if Generation Me focuses on
the goals of the self, and those who are less fortunate
in education, and finances, get left behind, than we
may be heading for a difficult period in U.S. history.
There is already a big gap between the haves and
have not’s in this country. Narcissism only widens
it. We need to be aware of the needs of others. If
the quest for money and status is narcissistic, then
the name Generation Me may be true. Society does
dictate this need to get ahead, but that doesn’t mean
we have to focus on it to the exclusion of everything
else.
livewire@mcc.commnet.edu

Dear Editor,

As an avid reader and supporter of the Live Wire, I was shocked
and offended by the February 23, 2007 issue. In this issue appears an advice
column that urges a gay student to find the companionship that he is looking
for in a prison. While I think this was meant to be a joke, it was completely out
of line.
Gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender (GLBT) individuals face
so many obstacles in their day-to-day lives, please do not make attending
classes at MCC one of those obstacles. This joke does not help to foster an
environment in which our students could be comfortable being themselves.
How do you think a GLBT student that is still in the closet would react after
reading that column? They certainly would not feel that MCC is a welcoming
and safe environment to be themselves and disclose their sexual orientation.
Once again, I would like to state that I think the author of the column
meant no offense, but he must remember what enormous challenges a GLBT
student faces. As a member of the staff here at MCC, I have always tried to
be welcoming to all students, regardless of race, creed or sexual orientation. I
hope that the student body is doing the same, and I hope that the Live Wire will
do so as well.
Jason Scappaticci
Co-advisor MCC PRIDE
Center for Student Development Coordinator

Dear Editor:

The new column in the Live Wire titled “Ask Dr. Cooper” appears to
be one that will be potentially entertaining as well as informative, as shown
by two of the responses to letters posed, one regarding the value of graduation
and the other about students who leave class early. The third letter, however,
completely misses the mark. I refer to the question from the gay student who is
interested in making friends. The response, while intended to be funny, is not
only completely offensive, but does not provide any helpful information to our
students at MCC. This would have been a great opportunity for the writer to let
students and others know that we do have a group on campus called PRIDE,
which is open to all gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender people, who meet
for fellowship and support.
As we all know, although we have come a long way, individuals from
these groups continue to face discrimination, scorn, and sometimes violence. I
hope that future editions of the Live Wire will at least provide information for
these folks and hopefully also show support and friendship.
Sincerely,
Jody Bailey
Associate Director of Financial Aid, MCC
Co-advisor, MCC PRIDE
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“Amazing Grace” Sheds Light on Human Rights

http://movies.yahoo.com

Youssou N’Dour and Ioan Gruffudd in the Samuel Goldwyn film “Amazing Grace.”

By JoHanna McCashland
Live Wire Staff Writer

T

he film “Amazing Grace” emphasizes the power of one to influence others.
In other words, the Latin motto “e pluribus Unum” applies: one person, one
nation, can send waves around the world. The abolition of slavery is just
one example.
“Amazing Grace” is set after the American Revolution. Although it is a story
of the career of William Wilberforce, played by Ioan Gruffudd, the story behind
the song Amazing Grace takes center stage. John Newton, played by Albert
Finney, is the former captain of a slave ship turned minister who wrote the famous
hymn. In the 1780’s, in London, Wilberforce and William Pitt, played by Benedict
Cumberbatch, enter the House of Commons.
Wilberforce is portrayed as a young idealist who achieves his first victory in
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1807 with a bill to abolish the slave trade in the British West Indies that became
law. Before Newton died in 1807, he had given Wilberforce detailed records of
his participation in the slave trade.
A month after Wilberforce himself passed away, in 1833, the House of
Commons passed the Slavery Abolition Act for the emancipation of all slaves in
the British Empire. The winds of change would soon reach America.
In America, Harriet Beecher Stowe, an author who lived in Hartford and
wrote the novel “Uncle Tom’s Cabin,” was bringing attention to the plight
of slaves. President Abraham Lincoln credited her for starting the Civil War
by introducing to the world a person of humanity facing inhumanity with the
conditions of slavery.
“Amazing Grace” attempts to compress the lifetime of Wilberforce and the
culture into less than three hours. Michael Apted, the director, does a middle-ofthe-road job in delivering the significance of the period. The English countryside
looked marvelous, but the worth of the period was underdeveloped, I felt. I
was left wanting to hear more about the causes of the American Revolution, the
establishment of Jamestown, Virginia, and the dissenters of King James setting
sale on the Mayflower to settle north of Jamestown. How the winds of change
were developed was, for me, underdeveloped.
The film is told in retrospective views of Wilberforce’s life. For instance,
near the beginning of the film he awakes in a sweat from a dream of believing
he could have done more in his life, a feeling we all may have at least once. In
1807, to achieve his first success, he sent various members of parliament to the
opera or races. In his dream, he walks onto the balcony in a rage and destroys
bottles of liquor. He was impatient. He wanted the Slavery Abolition Act passed
in sooner.
This movie speaks to our common humanity and, regardless of religious
affiliation, it could be enjoyed.
To find out more information about William Wilberforce visit www.
amazinggracemovie.com or www.wilberforce.edu. In addition, if you would like
to participate in a discussion of current human rights issues, consider registering
for the Human Rights 2007 Convocation. The forum, “The U.S. in World
Human Rights: Where Do you Stand?” will be held here at MCC Friday, April
20, from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. For more information on the convocation, contact
Duncan Harris at 860-512-2604 or Fatma Antar at 860-512-2788.
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If you answered YES to any of these questions, you could soon find
yourself working at a Summer Camp or Resort, a National Park,
Theater, Amusement or Theme Park! You choose the location!
TO GET STARTED…
CHECK OUT the MCC Summer Job Board (located outside the
Financial Aid Office, 1st Floor Lowe Building) for ideas.
BROWSE through the summer employment related brochures and
resource guides located in the Career Services Office Library (Lowe177), as well as thousands of summer job listings across the U.S.
VISIT MCC Career Services at: www.mcc.commnet.edu/career,
to discover more links and summer job information.
SCHEDULE an appointment with a Career Services Office staff
member to discuss summer employment opportunities.
ATTEND the MCC Summer Job Fair on Wednesday, March 28th,
2007 from 10 AM - 1 PM in the AST Building, where employers will be
promoting summer 2007 employment opportunities.

Jane Rainwater, an adjunct professor w
teaches two-dimensional design at MCC
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Piece: “The Big Idea,” gilded
lead, chain and steel rods

The inspiration? I have been
investigating the cultural, scientific,
economic and environmental issues
surrounding (the metal) gold. Recen
I have been reading about alchemy,
which is the ancient art of turning b
metals into gold. In “The Big Idea,”
I consider ideas as “gold.” I use the
concepts of alchemy as a metaphor
illuminate the process of creating m
art. The text on the piece describes
what happens to ideas in today’s
society.

Rachael R. Ghani,
instructor at Great Path
Academy.

Piece:
“KAABA,”
vinyl and
plexiglass

The inspiration? The idea that
spirituality is a very personal,
extremely fluid experience…to
me it is always in a graceful
state of flux…
Why this particular medium? I am intrigued by the shapes of the shadows created by the elements
on each layer and how they interact. I love the depth and richness of varying perception it generates.
It changes slightly depending upon what angle you are viewing it from, much in the same way our
past experiences influence how we perceive and interact with spirituality.

What is art? To me, art can be most simply defined as form (physical aspects
and manifestation) and content (intended and actual messages communicated).

Pawel Wojtasik, has taught photography, drawing and new media at MCC

Piece: “Dark Sun Squeeze,” video

The inspiration? I thought I could uncover the spiritual in the abject.

Why this medium? Since age 14 I‘ve been using a movie camera.
Movement is the essence of life.

What is art? Art is a non-verbal language through which all aspects of our
being - intellect, emotion, the body, the spirit, memory - find an expression.

“Where you goin,’ you goin’ nowhere” by Dave Sinaguglia

who
C.
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Why this medium? Salt, lead and mercury are the basic
materials of alchemy. The piece is made from lead roof
flashing from Home Depot which I cut, stamped with words
and then gilded.
What is art? The definition of art is wrapped up in many
issues, context being the most important. If it’s in a gallery
or art museum, we assume it is
art. I like this assumption
because it presents many
more possibilities for the
artist. Personally, I would
like my work to raise a
lot of questions in the
viewer’s mind that can’t
really be answered.

Christine Darnell, 3/D design instructor

Piece: “And What if After so Many Words…,” rubber
The inspiration? All my work is about thought and memory. My
inspiration for the piece is a poem by Cesar Vallejo, a South American
poet, written in 1929. It
is a poem about the memory of his father.

Why this medium? I have been experimenting with rubber for about
three years now – two successfully. I am “drawing” in silicone rubber, an
then coating that
rubber with an even ‘puffier’ material. The result is tactile - which
is a satisfying thing in sculpture. I find my way to the sculpture through
drawing, and this piece is the execution of a series of drawings I have
been making.
What is art? The boundaries are blurred - certainly in sculpture between architecture, craft - and new media. Installation, performance,
public space - all are becoming more the norm. In so many ways our
culture is becoming an increasingly visual one.

Susan Classen-Sullivan, associate professor and curator of
the Hans Weiss Newspace Gallery

Piece: “Lullaby & Goodnight,”
ceramic, stone, music
The inspiration? In the early days of this
past spring I began to notice the bodies of
small frogs during my daily runs. Finding
them splayed open on the damp road I
was amazed by the exquisite beauty of
their expressiveness. They hold for me
a realization of the Alpha and the Omega
moment, suggesting that death, in its savage
beauty, is the most divine of experiences,
while also depicting the abandon with which
we corrupt ourselves and our environment.
Why this medium? I was brought up as an artist
on clay. I understand it, it understands me, so it most
often plays a part in my work. It is a responsive
medium that I can make look like nearly anything
and it has a strong inherent integrity.
What is art? To me personally:
What allows me breath. For all of
us: I think we’re still defining that.
Academically: Tells us who we
are and what we are capable of.
Or it can be, to quote a colleague,
“whatever will fit in the car you’re
driving at the moment.”
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The Wadsworth Atheneum Explores Soul

W

By Jamar Johnson
Special to the Live Wire

hat is soul? How does soul connect to
food? How does soul and food connect
to the Black experience in America?
Those are the questions asked and answered with
the exhibit, “Soul Food!: African American Cookery
and Creativity” at the Wadsworth Athaneum’s
Amistad Center for Art & Culture in Hartford.
Through film, postcards, ads and artifacts it
examines the link between cuisine and culture.
The guest curator of the exhibition is Frank
Mitchell, who teaches African-American studies at
the University of Connecticut. Mitchell described
the show’s purpose as a way of presenting the Black
experience in America that moves from the typical
“slavery fare” and instead focuses on history in a
new, unusual way with the theme of “food, culture
and identity.”
Most of Soul Food!s exhibition pieces come
from the collection of Randolph L. Simpson, a
collector from New York. Through a brokered deal
with the Amistad Center, Simpson provided his
collection for use in exhibitions such as this one, said
Mitchell.
Unusual, insightful and well, soulful, are some
words that could describe the exhibit. The viewer
of the gallery journeys through three rooms and a
hallway searching for the definition of soul and how
it defines the African American experience. Well,
that leads to the question of what is soul? Some
people call it “authenticity” and an almost mystical
“spiritual force.”
Mitchell put it more eloquently.

“[Soul is] a knowledge and a privilege. Even if
you’re a black man living in New Mexico, if you
were privy to this knowledge and privilege, you had
what is called soul,” he said.
Judging by some of the striking pieces in “Soul
Food!,” soul is defined in a more individual sense,
particularly by food.
One of the more striking pieces in the exhibit
is “Liberation of Lady J. and U.B.,” by Jamaican
artist Renee Cox. The provocative piece illustrates
a defiant, dreadlocked woman (Cox herself) in a
one-piece, Jamaican-flag-colored swimsuit emerging
from a background of the famous images of Aunt
Jemima and Uncle Ben. To the left and right of Cox
stand two other half-naked, equally defiant Black
figures. The intent of the piece is clear: a more
determined, sexier, assertive Black trinity have
emerged from the sexless, complacent, stereotypical
images of the famous advertising brands that
continue to sell pancake mix and converted rice on
American shelves to this day.
Also striking for its uniqueness and poignant
message was the experimental film short, “Kickin’
Chicken” by Joy Phillips. The short, which won
the HBO Short Film Award, is described as a film
that depicts the “addiction of a ruthless, unrelenting
addiction” to fried chicken. That a dish that is
frequently associated with African Americans
is zanily shown as an unhealthy, illegal drug in
“Kickin’ Chicken” reevaluates the relationship
between fried chicken and African Americans.
The poignancy of the included art continues
with Colleen Coleman’s “Family Circle.” The

Cape Verdian-bred artist’s piece features three
circles of paper lunch bags with a photo-transferred
portrait of one of Coleman’s relatives face on each
individual bag. The three circles represent a different
generation. “Family Circle,” is perhaps the most
endearing piece in the entire gallery. That such a
piece explores the ultimately universal themes of
love, family and togetherness in such an odd, yet
relatable, way made it leave the strongest impression
on me from “Soul Food!”
“Soul Food!”
is a relatively
brief exhibit that
connects the history,
hearts, minds and
stomachs of the vast
African-American
population over the
past three centuries.
After a full viewing,
the enigmatic
thing called soul
can be described
as something that
nourishes and fills
you up, just like the
food you eat.
“Soul Food!: African American Cookery
and Creativity,” runs until April 22, 2007 in
the Amistad Center for Art & Culture at the
Wadsworth Atheneum, 600 Main St., in Hartford.
For more information call 860-278-2670 or visit
www.wadsworthatheneum.org.

Please
Help

This summer, students in SOC 100: Community travel to
New Orleans to work with Habitat for Humanity.

Wednesday
March 28, 2007
10:00 AM - 1:00 PM
AST Building
At this annual event, recruiters from local businesses
will be on campus promoting a variety of both full
and part-time short term and/or seasonal positions.
Recruiters from Summer Camps and Resorts in
and around CT will also be here promoting summer
employment opportunities in the areas of camp
counseling, recreation, hospitality and food services.

Habitat is making an effort to rebuild not only housing,
but also the culture of New Orleans. The worksite
is called Musician’s Village. These houses will go to
displaced New Orleans musicians and their families.

More than $10,000 is needed to send as many
students to New Orleans as possible.
Levels of Sponsorship:

$50
$100
$500
$1,000

Individual
Contributing
Major
Grand

Tax deductible donations
can be made by check to:
MCC Foundation-NOLA
Great Path, MS #6
Manchester, CT 06045

For more information about the MCC Summer Job
Fair, please call Julie Greene, Associate Director of
MCC Career Services at (860) 512-3374, or stop by
Career Services in Lowe 177, opposite the bookstore.

By becoming a
sponsor, you will
receive a t-shirt with

Your Name

prominently
displayed, showing
your support of our
efforts

We are grateful for your support
Lucy Anne Hurston
Assistant Professor of Sociology
NOLA Trip Coordinator
(860) 512-2791
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Ask Dr. Cooper

The Dr. is back, and I have a few questions this month.
Please keep the questions coming and I promise to
answer all that are fit to print. So, let’s get into it.

Dr. Coop, what’s good? I’ll be expecting at least a one-hundred word
response. Thanks, Johnny B. p.s. Seriously, why do the Black guys
say “What’s good?” I don’t get it.

Well, Johnny B. I’m not going to give you a 100 word response, the
question wasn’t that deep. As for why do Black guys say “What’s good,”
I’m not a Christian myself; in fact I’m not religious at all. However, I do well, not all of us say it, just like not all White guys say “Hi there.” It’s
just a phrase used by some Black men as a greeting,
feel that if Christianity can bring about a positive change in a person’s
life, then I am all for it. For example, if someone is a crack head, and he much like saying “How are you?” or “What’s
becomes a Christian, and it keeps them off the pipe, then of course that is going on?” If you hear a Black person use a
particular term and you’d like to know why, just
a good thing.
ask them.
Do you believe that Christianity is relevant in today’s society?

I have this itch right…Ok, I guess you aren’t that kind of doctor, so
I’ll ask a different question. I don’t think girls like me very much.
They use me for sex and then just leave me. I really want someone
to love me for me, but all they want is my tasty treats, what do I do?
Yours truly, Wanting.

Dr. Cooper is not a
licensed doctor and the
answers to his questions
reflect his
own views
Well, judging by the first part of your question, you sound like you could and not those
of the Live Wire
have a case of the crotch critters. I would suggest going to a clinic and
staff. Questions may
getting something for it. There are also several other over the counter
products that might also work. Now, for the second part of your question. be submitted in the
drop box located in
I feel your pain concerning the ladies. I too know what it’s like being
the MCC library at the
wanted only for physical relations with women. Because I am sexy,
circulation desk. The Live
women at times don’t appreciate the inner me. I would suggest that you
Wire reserves the right to
tell the woman that you want and deserve a serious relationship. If they
edit questions for content,
are not willing to give that to you, then find a woman who is. I find that
good girls and church girls will give you a relationship; you may have to spelling, grammar and
length.
wait for the sex though.

WARNING

Not really a doctor

Unconventional...
maybe.

March Sudoku

8FBMTPIBWF
QBSUUJNF
ZFBSSPVOE
QPTJUJPOTXJUI
QBJEJOTVSBODF
UJNFPíBOE
FEVDBUJPO

4*9'-"(45.¥
4JY'MBHT5IFNF1BSLT*OD

Solution to February Sudoku

Unique...
definitely.

4JY'MBHTJTB4NPLFBOE
%SVH'SFF&RVBM
0QQPSUVOJUZ&NQMPZFS

'PS.PSF*OGPSNBUJPO$BMMFYU
r'SFF%JTDPVOUFE1BTTFT
r&YDMVTJWF5FBN.FNCFS&WFOUT
r)FBMUI*OTVSBODF"WBJMBCJMJUZ
r'SFF"ENJTTJPO
r-PUTPG'SFF4UVí
r#VEEZ1BTTFT
r$PNQFUJUJWF8BHFT
r'MFYJCMF4DIFEVMFT
r4DIPMBSTIJQT
r4UVEFOU
r4UVEFOU-PBO"TTJTUBODF
r1BJE*OUFSOTIJQT
0QQPSUVOJUZ*UTPVSNBKPSBUUSBDUJPO
r3FBM8PSME$BSFFS&YQFSJFODF
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Why should I do a Co-op or an
Internship?
9 To apply the skills and knowledge I’ve
learned.
9 To build an employment history.
9 To earn money to pay for my
education.
9 To obtain valuable work experience.
9 To establish contacts for future
employment.
9 To meet my major’s elective
requirement.
Find out what it’s like to have a
professional job.

Photo courtesy of MCC Department of Athletics

Contact the Cooperative Education Office
Lowe 177 (860) 512-3312
rhenderson@mcc.commnet.edu

Attention:
Manchester CC Students
Don’t Stop with
Your Associate
Degree.
On average, people with a
Bachelor’s Degree earn $23,000
a year more than those with a
high school diploma*.

Manchester Community College
AST Building, 1st & 2nd Floors

Meet with one of our advisors.

i Meet potential employers.

We’ll help you find the quickest path to
complete your bachelor’s degree.

Meet
with E
Rep. a astern’s
Want to speed up your degree?
Wed., t MCC
Ask about our Fast Track Degree
A
4:30-6 pril 11
Completion Program. Get credit through
:30 p.
at the
m.
CLEP and DSST tests or through our
Techno Arts, Scien
c
e&
lo
gy Ce
Credit for Lifelong Learning Program.
nte
r Lobb
y

Prefer to finish at your own pace? We offer 11 complete degree
programs. Courses are offered evenings, weekends, via multimedia and online.

Call ( 860) 871-8482 or visit our website today!

One of the area’s
longest and most
successful
recruiting events!

Saturday, March 31, 2007
9:00 a.m. – 1:00 p.m.

Finish your degree at Eastern –
Connecticut’s Public Liberal Arts
University.

Vernon/Rockville Site • 33 West Main Street

Sophomore guard Britt Olander, was named to the NJCAA Division III
All-Region XXI second-team. Olander was the only MCC player to start
all 21 games this season, and averaged a career best of 9.6 points and 5.5
rebounds per game. Olander ended her 40-game career with the Cougars
with 315 points and 182 rebounds. Also pictured is sophomore guard
Natasha Lopez.

*Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Current
Population Survey, Educational
Attainment in the U.S.: 2005

School of Continuing Education
83 Windham Street • Willimantic, CT
877-353-3278 (toll free) • www.easternct.edu/ce

Call
(860) 871-8482
to meet with
an advisor

i Opportunities at professional, Management

and Entry levels. (Full and Part-time positions)
i Job seekers are encouraged to wear

appropriate dress and have résumés handy.

For a list of registered employers, please visit the
MCC Career Services webpage at:
www.mcc.commnet.edu/career.
For more information, please stop by MCC Career
Services in the Lowe Building, Room 177.

s
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MCC Cougars Benefit From
Experience as Season Begins
By Keith Rugar
Editor-in-chief

Photo courtesy of MCC Department of Athletics
Sophomore forward/center Aimee Bycholski was named to the 20062007 National Junior College Athletic Association Division III AllRegion XXI women’s basketball team. This is the second consecutive
season Bycholski has been named to the team. In the 2006-07 season,
she led the Cougars in scoring with 11.7 points per game, and is their
leading scorer, with a total of 444 career points.

There’s a
Class For
You This
Summer!
• Earn up to 4 credits per course;
only $120 per credit
• Day, evening, and weekend courses
beginning in May, June and July
• Transfer credits to another school
or apply toward a degree
or certificate at MCC
• Register early—classes fill quickly
MCC also offers over 300 summer credit-free courses: Cooking,
Gardening, Computers, Photography, Yoga and more!
-!.#(%34%2
#/--5.)49
#/,,%'%

For information, call (860) 512-2800
www.mcc.commnet.edu

With the Spring 2007 baseball season fast approaching, the
Manchester Community College Cougars Men’s team is recharged and
ready for the season, according to their coach.
Last year’s team had a record of 19 and 11, but their season ended
when the NJCAA Division III Region XXI Tournament was rained out.
“We were ranked fourth in the regular season and beat the number
one team 2 to 1,” said coach Chris Strahowski. “We would have needed
to win one more game to make it into the championship, but we got four
days of solid rain.”
The 2007 NJCAA season got underway March 16 against Suffolk
Community College of Selden, N.Y. Strahowski said this season the
team will look to the experience of returning players like Shane Legare,
who as a third basemen was an NJCAA Division III All-American in
2004, along with Jason Banks, Aaron Granahan, and Phil Kayan, who
were named to the 2006 NJCAA Division III All-Region XXI team.
Strahowski said that as a community college coach he recruits
with the thought that nobody will be returning, but with the amount of
returning players this year he expects that the team will have a good
season.
“We have a good balance and depth on all positions,” he said.
As the team gets further into the season, pitching will be one of
the factors to the Cougars success and chances to reach the NJCAA
tournament championship.
“Our pitching goes 11 deep,” Strahowski said. “We have the depth
to go three to five deep in the line-up, and all of them can throw strikes.”
With the strength of his returning players and the addition of some
new players, Strawhoski said he feels confident about the Cougars
chances this season.
“It is great to be able to look down the bench and know that
everyone on the bench is solid without skipping a beat,” he said.
The Cougar’s first home came will be Sunday, March 25 at 1 p.m.
against the University of Connecticut at Avery Point. On March 26 at 3
p.m. they will play the Worcester State College junior varsity team. All
home games are played on the baseball field on the MCC campus.
For more information contact assistant athletic director Marc Goldin
at MGoldin@mcc.commnet.edu.

The Hartford
Northeast Claim Service Center
Farmington, CT

As a global leader in insurance, asset
management and financial service products,
we offer professionals every possibility
for growth. And whether we’re helping
customers or building careers, we’re experts
at creating the kind of advantages that help
people reach their goals. At The Hartford,
you will be part of a growing, dynamic,
prestigious, 200 year old Fortune 100
company.

We are seeking candidates for two excellent opportunities for which
we provide comprehensive training.
Inside Claim Reps./Adjusters (Property) - position starts on 4/16/07 (32312)
Interpret property insurance policies and relate coverage to losses assigned, prepare
letters relating to coverage issues and denial of coverage. Conduct in-depth
investigation regarding cause of loss and possible liability of third parties. Prepare
damage estimates, analyze business records. We require customer service and business
experience as well as strong analytical, written and verbal communication skills.
Auto Physical Damage Claim Processors (31796)
Provide service to policyholders in response to notice of auto physical damage
loss. Service includes prompt contact, investigation of coverage and liability issues,
determination of damages, disposition of claim and issuing of appropriate payment. We
require customer service and business experience as well as strong analytical, written
and verbal communication skills.
If interested, please send your resume to: Kim.coughlin@thehartford.com
Or log onto our website www.thehartford.com and click on Careers. Search
under keywords - just enter the number listed above.

Word
on campus
Do you
think there
is too much
coverage of
celebrities
today?

Steve Hunt
Sports and Exercise Studies

Greg Wallace
Visual Fine Arts

Florencio Davilla
Graphic Design

“Yes there is too much. There should be
more focus on people in the community
instead of these people you don’t know.
It’s a waste of time hearing about them.”

“No I don’t think so. People need
to entertain themselves. Without
entertainment, you don’t have much to
do. You can also say there’s too much
coverage of politics and the war in Iraq.”

“Yes I do. The why is to distract us from
what is really going on in the world.
Nothing makes them more special, they
are just normal people.”

Phillip Nieves
General Studies

Gaylen Vessette
Music Option

Joe Richman
Social Services

“Yeah there’s a lot of coverage. Celebrities
are human too, and should be able to have
their own lives. The paparazzi are always
trying to get photos of them, and it’s
unfair. The celebrities are getting tired of
it, and have broken cameras because of it.”

“I don’t have a TV, so I don’t watch it
much. But from what I have seen, there is
too much. There is too much delving into
the lives of celebrities, but they signed up
for it. I think it’s a waste of time to focus
on celebrities lives.”

“Too much? Yes. An excess of it? Yes.
However, periodically there are important
issues that come up, such as Brooke
Shields bringing to light the issue of postpartum depression, and celebrities going in
and out of rehab like a revolving door.”

Tickets On Sale
Now!

Experience an exciting live auction featuring fine wines and
champagnes from around the world, taste splendid wines
from the nation’s finest vineyards and enjoy elegant hors
d’oeurves served throughout the evening –
all for just $75 per person.
Peruse wonderful silent auction items –
vacations and weekend getaways; original works of art;
gift certificates for trips, restaurants, services; and much
more! Sample delectable Viennese-style desserts and
coffee, and receive a complimentary souvenir wine glass to
commemorate the evening.
For tickets, contact
Carol Cunliffe or Linnette Velazquez-Welle
at (860) 512-2905
or pick up an order form outside Lowe 256.

Friday, April 13

www.mcc.commnet.edu/wine

